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PRESENTATION OF THE NOVEL ’DONKEY’ BY KRISTINA STOLTZ 

 

In this era of globalization and widespread flight from war, famine, persecution, and chaos, 

we find ourselves confronted almost daily by the enormous problems connected with 

refugees. Instead of looking for easy solutions and targets for blame, ”Donkey” leads readers 

into the stark realities of flight itself, and suddenly they begin to understand the permanent 

costs for those involved. 

 

Two teenage brothers, Nadeem and Farid, are forced to flee Afghanistan, thus putting an 

abrupt end to their childhood. As they sit jammed together in the backseat of a car taking them 

out of the country, a stream of thoughts and images passes through them: their desperate, 

weeping mother, memories of Taliban atrocities, their family left behind, and their hope for a 

better future. A tumultuous journey follows, along the secret routes of human smugglers, 

through Iran into Turkmenistan, up into Russia and Belarus, to Poland, Germany, and finally 

ending in Scandinavia. During their two-year-long journey, they meet others in flight whose 

stories leave indelible marks on the boys' minds and souls. They learn about the Pashtun 

general who falls in love with a common blacksmith's daughter, the Sufi sheik who confers 

his love on a simple-minded girl, and the pharmacist who flees China bearing the fetus of his 

unborn child in a glass filled with formaldehyde. 

 

When the brothers accidentally become separated, their struggle for survival becomes more 

than a question of food and security; they must find each other and, ultimately, find 

themselves, their place in a strange new world.             

 

   ”Donkey” achieves a sense of the universal through its themes of loss and distance, of love 

and yearning. But perhaps the renowned Danish author Carsten Jensen (”We, the Drowned”) 

says it best: 

 

 ”First and foremost, Stoltz never squeezes the two brothers into the one-dimensional 

characters which refugees are commonly depicted as; they are humans in their own right.  

   Their dissimilarities, jealousy, love, and last but not least their sexual coming of age play 

out in the most demanding of situations imaginable. It is a difficult balance for an author to 
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maintain, and it is within this balance that Stoltz endows her characters with such life and 

immediacy. 

   This is a book so filled with a teeming, sometimes wrenching, but most of all vital life that it 

gripped me from start to finish. On each page, on every street corner, one expects everything 

to go all wrong for these characters, and it almost does; the unbearable waiting, the danger of 

being lost (lost here means lost and gone forever), the solidarity, the first budding loves, the 

many subplots, of which some are brilliantly poetic—there is much the author must keep track 

of, and she succeeds. 

   It all could so easily have been predictable, but the pitfalls are avoided, the invitations to 

cliches that sit around waiting for novels of this kind. Stoltz accomplishes the great feat of 

entering the worlds of not only the opposite sex and widely divergent cultural groups, but also 

of war and flight and enormous, paralyzing loss, and yet the boys are never only victims that 

we should pity.”      
 

 

 

 

EXCERPT FROM ‘DONKEY’ 
 

This excerpt is the first two and a half page of the Danish novel “Donkey” (Æsel) by Kristina Stoltz, 

published in Denmark by the publishing house Rosinante & Co 

 

 

Afghanistan, October 1998 

 

 

   Farid's mouth is dry when he wakes up. The sun broils them through the car's open 

window. Outside, the arid desert crust stretches endlessly, blasts them with its 

scorching breath. A few seconds pass before he remembers and realizes where they 

are. Nadeem's legs and heavy arm, on his thighs. Nadeem's tunic shows large 

splotches of sweat. Black hair sticks to his cheek. Sweat runs down his temples, 

down his neck, sinking into a tiny puddle in the hollow of his collar bone. To Farid it 

looks as if small, glistening stars sit embedded in Nadeem's tawny skin. Stars that 
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glitter above his deep sleep, scattering dreams around the car. Dreams Farid can grab 

hold of and cling to when all else fails. 

   He nudges Nadeem to get him to move his leaden arm. It had been nighttime when 

they left, now it is broad daylight. Nadeem yawns and droops his arm back over 

Farid, who shoves it off again. They'd had to act fast. Mother had cried. Mariam too. 

As far as he can remember, Nadeem had kept quiet, just like now. He can't recall 

what he himself had done, if he also had kept quiet, if he even had said goodbye. He 

remembers nothing, can only envision faces: his mother's smile, but that couldn't be 

right, she couldn't have smiled. He has no idea when he last has seen a smile on her 

lips. 

   He reaches for the bottle of water, twists the lid off, drinks. Maybe he left without 

a word, without so much as nodding or looking his mother in the eye. Maybe when 

she tried to hug him, he squirmed free to run out to the car. It was only hours ago, no 

more than that. Yet it feels as if it were days. Maybe weeks. As if they already had 

covered thousands of kilometers.   

   ”Are you awake, Farid?” Uncle Malek asks, and he spits a plug of Naswar snuff 

out the window, only to immediately tap a cigarette out of a pack. Farid hates it 

when his uncle smokes while driving. It makes him nauseous, especially on these hot 

desert roads that snake here and there through the landscape.  

   ”Is Nadeem awake too?” Malek adjusts the rear-view mirror. His eyes, like 

Nadeem's, are green. Glass marble eyes. It's a good thing they brought them along. 

The marbles. Mother had also packed a bag of dates for them. The water is warm, 

but it is better than no water at all. He takes a final swig and screws the lid back on. 

And pistachios and oranges. Apples. She had also packed a bit of bread. His stomach 

growls, but he doesn't feel like eating. It was Mariam who had filled the water bottle. 

He remembers that. Usually she doesn't cry as loudly as Mother. He hates it when 

Mother cries. He almost always wants to comfort Mariam when she cries.      

   “You two are lucky,” Malek says, and he looks at him again in the rear-view 

mirror. “It's expensive to get to Europe. It costs eleven thousand dollars for each 

person. I have twenty-two thousand dollars sitting here in my pocket. We could buy 

a flat in Iran for that.” 

   “Good idea. Let's do it and then go get Mother and Mariam, and Father when he 
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comes back. Why didn't we think about that before?” 

   Farid leans forward and grabs the headrest on Uncle Malek's seat. 

   “It's not that simple, unfortunately,” Malek says. “We can't just buy a flat in Iran.” 

   “Why not? If we have so much money?” He slides back in the seat. A rock settles 

heavily in his gut. Several rocks. He closes his eyes. There is no darkness behind his 

lids, only white, like a thin cover of snow freezing his body, his thoughts, 

everything. He shivers, and quickly he opens his eyes again. The hot car. Smelling of 

smoke and sweat inside. Dust, gravel. And garlic. Uncle Malek's sweat smells of 

garlic. He looks over at Nadeem. Nadeem's light skin and eyes. Nadeem's white 

teeth and long limbs. The dark fuzz above his lip. He is good-looking. Beautiful, 

maybe, because he is so luminous—his black hair could be a lamp, the way it shines. 

Maybe his own hair shines too. It is just as black, anyway, but otherwise there is 

nothing luminous, everything about him is black:  his skin, his hair. And his nose is 

small and rounded, not long and straight like Nadeem's. The only radiance is behind 

his eyelids when he shuts them again, the dizzying white. 

   Uncle Malek talks. He talks about Iran and about rules, refugee camps, the 

Taliban,             the mujahedin, Pakistan, Najibullah. Farid doesn't listen. Tries not to 

listen. Surely Nadeem also sees white behind his eyelids? Why doesn't he wake up 

soon? Farid shoves him, but he doesn't react. A thin trickle of transparent spittle runs 

down along the corner of his mouth. He gives him another shove. Nadeem opens an 

eye for a second and turns his head away. Sighs and goes back to sleep. Farid feels 

like pinching him or pulling his hair. He is tired of Nadeem's sleeping. Tired of 

Nadeem always sleeping. 

   They drive through a pass, the cliffs on each side towering above like superhuman 

guards. Who allow them to pass through, possibly bringing them luck. 

   “We'll cross the border in a few hours,” Uncle Malek says. 

   “Why couldn't we have waited?” 

   “Waited for what?” 

   “To leave?” 

   Malek mutters a second. Opens the Naswar can with one hand and places a dip of 

snuff under his tongue. Like how Father does. They resemble each other, those two. 

Father is just smarter, Mother says. Malek is an ordinary man. 
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   “At best you would have gotten off with a hand each. Worst case, they would have 

killed you both.” 

   “For writing a few fucking signs?” 

   “Hey now, watch your language, young man.”              

   

 

Nadeem sits up with a start and reaches for the water bottle. The water is warm, but 

he is thirsty. 

   “How long have we been going?” he says, and it all comes back to him now, what 

had happened. Mother had woken him. She had already packed their bags, and she 

said that they must leave at once. 

   “Leave some for the rest of us,” Farid snaps, and he tries to wrestle the bottle away 

from him. 

   “You've had your share,” Nadeem says. He won't let go. 

   “I have not!” Farid yanks at the bottle and spills water on Nadeem's tunic. 

   “Idiot!” Nadeem shouts. 

   “That's enough,” Malek snarls. “I won't have all this noise in the car. You're grown 

boys now, stop acting like babies.” 

   “I'm not acting like any baby,” Nadeem says. “It's Farid, he's so irritating.” 

   “Why are you always sleeping?” Farid says.  

   “Because I'm tired.” 

   “You can't be so tired all the time.” 

   The roads are deserted. No people, no cars. Nadeem leans against the window. 

   “This is the old Silk Road we're on,” Malek says, and he smiles at him in the rear-

view mirror.  

   Nadeem remembers how often Father told stories about the Silk Road. How 

caravans of burdened camels transported merchandize between China and Europe, 

and how Genghis Khan and his Mongolian armies rode on it when invading 

Afghanistan, fighting bloody battles as they pushed westward. Usually they sat up 

together in the evenings, the two of them, after the others had gone to bed. Because 

Father had something new to tell almost every day, something he felt was important 

for Nadeem to learn. It was after Father had left that he had begun to feel tired. So 
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tired that some days he didn't even feel like eating. 

   The car's engine hums. A constant and monotonous sound. There are still no other 

cars. Only Uncle Malek's yellow taxi with Japanese characters on the door. The last 

time they had sat together in the backseat of a car, he and Farid, was the day after 

Father had gone away. The day after the Taliban had dragged Najibullah out of the 

UN building in Kabul and hung him on Ariana Square. Mother explained it was 

because Father had sympathized with him, with Najibullah, that he had been forced 

to flee, that they had to move in with Uncle Malek's family in Mazar-e-Sharif. 

   Father had written propaganda in the newspapers in support of Najibullah, Mother 

explained, but Nadeem already knew about that. Father had in fact confided it to 

him. He explained that certain points must be made every time, for ex. that 

Najibullah was a democratic man, that he supported democracy. 

   All Najibullah's supporters are to be butchered, Mother had said. She had been 

calmer back then, not so afraid. Her bluish-black hair hung in a thick, tightly-plaited 

braid, and the imposing clack of her heels could usually be heard somewhere or 

other in the house. That sound had long ago been replaced by the drag of heavy 

steps.            

 

                                                                           
 

Translated from Danish by Mark Kline.  
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QUOTES FROM REVIEWS 

 

”Kristina Stoltz's second novel, 'Donkey', is a convincing and refreshingly ambitious work 

that manages to satisfy literary, linguistic, and psychological demands and plausibly 

illuminate an exotic and difficult subject.”  

Marie Tetzlaff, Politiken, March 12, 2011  

 

 

”Kristina Stoltz has shown great care and attention to detail while shunning any fiery political 

agendas in her novel. The novel's tone is melancholic, nearly introspective ….”  

Liselotte Wiemer, Kristelig Dagblad, March 11, 2011 

 

 

”Kristina Stoltz, with her excellent details and inset stories, has woven her novel about 

refugees into a multi-colored Afghan carpet .… Presumably due to thorough research and 

careful interviewing, she has outlined the background and incorporated it into her own 

narrative. And her execution is brilliant.”    

Erik Skyum-Nielsen, Information, March 11, 2011 

 

 

”A gripping and basically sympathetic novel … refreshingly devoid of any reluctance to deal 

with the normally serious topic of refugees.”   

Ida Relsted, Fyens Stiftstidende 

 
 


